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In short 
 
The experiment of Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978) constitutes what could be designated 
the classical case of vector orientation/clock-and-compass orientation: The migratory 
progress in juvenile Garden Warblers Sylvia borin is considered programmed as 
compass orientation towards SW in early autumn shifting towards SSE in late autumn.  
  Here the classical case – together with another much mentioned case (Beck & 
Wiltschko 1988) - is reconsidered and rather clearly the patterns of orientation 
observed are not matching the simple vector orientation hypothesis.  
 
  The problem is that the original way of data treatment and presentation adapted too 
much to the expectation of an outcome of a simple vector orientation system: 1) 
Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978) condensed four autumns and a whole season into a 
simple two sample case: Before and after 1 October. Furthermore, 2) Gwinner & 
Wiltschko used a crude description on a higher level (sample mean directions) as an 
explanation for a process (simple compass orientation) on a lower level in the single 
birds. Finally, 3) Beck & Wiltschko (1988) ignored important information from one of 
their three samples. 
  Using a more appropriate data treatment and also considering the third sample of 
Beck & Wiltschko changes the fit of a simple vector orientation process into a more 
nuanced cross-axis process.  
  Clearly, in the two experiments considered there is no need for invoking a more 
advanced gradient navigation system. However, only the magnetic field was available 
for the birds, and a navigation system is a distinct possibility under more natural 
conditions where celestial and other environmental cues are also present. 
 
 
Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978)  
 
  Ringing recoveries showed that German Garden Warblers migrate SW in autumn 
towards the Iberian Peninsula and then turn E of S towards the wintering ground in 
tropical Africa. 
  Following this observation Gwinner & Wiltschko expected a rather abrupt change in 
orientation from SW to SSE about 1 October. This hypothesis was tested for the 
autumns 1972 through 1975 with hand-raised German juvenile Garden Warblers. The 
birds were caged and tested indoors in Germany without sight of celestial cues in 
radial-perched Frankfurt-cages. 
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  The variation between years and individuals was high. The number of test nights per 
bird varied between 1 and 21, and the mean numbers were 8.4 (1972), 4.7 (1973), 3.8 
(1974) and 10.8 (1975). The numbers of birds tested per year were 12, 10, 19 and 17 
for 1972, 1973, 1974 and 1975, respectively. The seasonal ranges and medians (in 
parentheses) were 3 Aug. – 29 Nov. (25 Sep.) 1972, 13 Aug. – 30 Nov. (22 Sep.) 1973, 
6 Aug. – 28 Oct. (2 Sep.) 1974, and 15 Aug. – 18 Dec. (4 Oct.) 1975. 
  Clearly, there are inherent statistical problems pooling such a heterogeneous material. 
Gwinner & Wiltschko are aware of these problems and had to chose between several 
possible treatments and divisions: 1) Continuous time was reduced to a two-sample 
case; Aug./Sep. and Oct./Dec. 2) The main treatment and conceptualization were 
condensed in their Tab.1 and Figs.1 and 2. Fig.1 denoted the orientation in all 404 bird-
nights in Aug./Sep. (233) and Oct./Dec. (171), whereas Fig. 2 showed the mean 
headings and grand mean vectors of the 33 individuals contributing at least one heading 
in both Aug./Sep. and Oct./Dec. Special attention was paid to the 12 individuals 
contributing at least 5 headings in both Aug./Sep. and Oct./Dec. 
  For a superficial consideration the table and figures matched the expectation of a 
vector orientation system and a shift in compass orientation around 1 Oct. from SW to 
SSE. However, Gwinner & Wiltschko conceded that a sudden shift was not 
demonstrated and also that "the results are complex and open for different 
interpretations". Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978) is a very cautious and stringent scientific 
paper, but later on – in textbooks and review papers – the results are considered proof 
of the vector orientation hypothesis. However, this is an overrating that soon invoked 
scepticism (Rabøl 1985, 1988) based in analyses of the original data file kindly 
released by Gwinner & Wiltschko (pers.com.). Apart from Rabøl (1998b) there has 
been no further critique of the interpretation of the results.  
 
  Rabøl (1985) criticized the pooling of all nightly mean directions (i.e. Fig.1 in 
Gwinner & Wiltschko 1978): "Experiments from four autumns were pooled, and the 
total orientation in August/September was compared to the total orientation in 
October/December. As an average of the four years – and using a less crude seasonal 
division – the directional shift, however, is not from "SW" to "SSE" but from "S" to 
"WNW" (end of September) and then back to "SE" (Fig.3). Furthermore, the variation 
between the autumns seems too large to permit a pooling of the material. In the 
autumns with most westerly orientation most experiments were carried out early in the 
season, whereas in the autumn of 1975 with much easterly orientation most 
experiments were late in the season. Only for that reason the pooling of all autumns 
produces a spurious counter clockwise directional shift in course of the season". Fig.3 
in Rabøl (1985) pictured the pronounced between-year variation in the development of 
the orientation.  
 
  The criticism in Rabøl (1985) is substantiated if analyzing crude two-sample divisions 
of Tab.1 in Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978): The differences in orientation between the 
years 1972, 1973 and 1974 seem negligible and therefore these years may be pooled. 
The mean vectors for Aug./Sep. and Oct./Dec. for these three years are 250º - 0.15 
(150) and 190º - 0.24* (70), respectively whereas the corresponding figures for 1975 
are 202º - 0.18 (83) and 129º - 0.23** (101), respectively. The numbers in parentheses 
signal the number of experiments/bird-nights. First, applying a Chi-square test on the 
numbers the difference is highly significant (chi-square = 20.92). Applying a Watson-
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Williams test (Batschelet 1981) on the yearly mean vectors in the months Aug./Sep. of 
1972+1973+1974 contra 1975 leads to P about 0.05. Doing the same on the months 
Oct./Dec. the difference certainly becomes significant (P < 0.01). In short, the 
conclusion of these tests is, that a disproportionate high amount of easterly orientation 
in late autumn in a single year (1975) - and a disproportionate high amount of westerly 
orientation in early autumn 1972+1973+1974 - leads to a counter-clockwise directional 
shift in the combined material spuriously "confirming" the research hypothesis of a 
vector orientation system with a simple directional shift from about SW in early to 
about SSE in late autumn. 
 
  Now (in some way) the heterogeneity between the years could be dismissed because 
the grand mean vector based on individual mean directions of the twelve most active 
birds in Fig.2 of Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978) essentially showed the same directional 
shift from about SW (223º - 0.32) to about SE (125º - 0.40) as the pooled material from 
all bird-nights (Fig.1, 231º - 0.15** (n = 233) shifting to 154º - 0.20** (n = 171), 
Gwinner & Wiltschko 1978). Perhaps a little surprising (and not mentioned by 
Gwinner & Wiltschko) the 21 "less active" birds showed no shift from early autumn 
(208º - 0.40*) to late autumn (206º - 0.45*).  
 
Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978) –as also Rabøl (1985, 1988) – used as the minimum 
criteria for including a certain bird-night that the number of jumps was at least 20. This 
produced 404 bird-nights. In the following a reduced sample size (300) is considered: 
the mean vector concentration of the single bird-nights should be at least 0.20 for 20-39 
perch-activations/jumps, at least 0.15 for 40-79 jumps, at least 0.10 for 80-159 jumps, 
and at least 0.08 for 160 or more jumps. The omission of the low-concentrated 104 
bird-nights was supposed to reduce part of the "noise" in the results.  
 
The following treatment was already presented in Rabøl (1998b): 
 
  i) For each year separately and for all four years pooled, fifth order polynomial 
regression (PROC.GLM, SAS INST.) was applied with date as the independent and 
SIN V and COS V as the dependent variables. Then the regressed values of SIN V and 
COS V were used to calculate the expected mean orientation of the date. By way of 
simulation we demonstrated that the method functioned well for a directional 
distribution (y-axis) showing two maxima and two minima in course of time (x-axis). 
The results are shown in Figs.1 through 3. Fig.1 and Fig.2 show supplementary ways of 
depicting the same results. In short, both in the single years and in all years pooled the 
directional trends do not fit the expectation of a SW-course shifting to SSE around 1 
October. 
 
  ii) Tab.1 gives the individual mean vectors of the 13 most active birds in early and 
late autumn. Fig.4 corresponds to Fig.2 of Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978) – apart from 
the inclusion of a third circular distribution depicting the late autumn orientation as 
function of the early autumn orientation. Essentially the same patterns originate as in 
Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978). The counter-clockwise directional shift is not significant 
(confidence interval test, P > 0.05, Batschelet 1972) and does not look quite simple as 
it appears to be slightly bi-modal. Anyway, Tab.1 and Fig.4 considered in isolation are 
supporting the simple vector orientation hypothesis. 
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iii) Figs.5 to 7 show the mean directions of the single bird-nights in the years 1972, 
1973 and 1975 (1974 is omitted because of only four bird-nights after 1 Oct.). Three or 
four separate periods are considered, i.e. we used a more nuanced seasonal division 
than Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978). In none of the years is seen a simple and significant 
directional shift from SW to SSE: in 1972-73 a weak SW-tendency is seen all autumn, 
whereas in 1975 a bimodal SE/NW-tendency in early autumn shifts towards a 
unimodal SE-tendency in late autumn.  
 
We have some further points: 
 
  iv) A general point is that it is not sufficient that the grand mean vector shifts from 
e.g. SW in early autumn to SE in late autumn. As an example, such a development 
may also be accomplished in the sample mean vector (225º - 0.33 shifting towards 135º 
- 0.33) of three birds shifting from 1) NW to NE, 2) SW to SE and 3) SE to SW. 
Obviously only the second bird followed the prediction of the simple vector orientation 
model.   
 
  v) Fig.8 in more details considers the seasonal development of the orientation in the 
13 most active individuals. Considering Tab.1 and Fig.8 together only two birds 
(no.218 and no.224) showed a development corresponding roughly to the expectation 
of a directional shift from about SW to SSE. However, the shift came later than 1 Oct. 
(about 10 Oct. and 1 Nov., respectively). No.510 and no.516 also – to a small extent – 
fulfilled the predictions. The remaining nine birds showed something else or more 
complicated, and in several birds – including no.510 – a directional cross is rather 
obvious pointing towards a cross-axis rather than a simple vector orientation system.  If 
Garden Warblers are orienting according to a simple vector orientation system it seems 
to be a reasonable expectation that the orientation of a significant or perhaps even the 
larger part of individual birds tested several times both before and after 1 Oct. should 
shift roughly from SW to SE. As discussed in the Appendix this way of reasoning is 
not necessarily correct/rewarding. 
 
  vi) In order for a simple vector orientation system to function properly the between 
individual variation around the standard direction must be very low: put a little 
differently, r-between has to be higher than 0.99 (Mouritsen 1998, Mouritsen 2000, 
Thorup et al. 2000, Thorup et al. 2006) and (in practise this means that) there should be 
no significant contribution of the between individual variation to the total variation. I 
considered the mean vectors of the 13 most active birds in early and late autumn 
(Tab.1) and used the multi-sample test of Stephens (1972). Only individual grand mean 
vector concentrations above 0.50 were included (see Tab.1), and for late (n = 4) but not 
early autumn (n = 6) there was a significant (P < 0.01) contribution of the between 
individual variation (P < 0.01). The same was found for enlarged samples where 
individual grand mean vector concentrations above 0.40 were included (n = 8 and 7 for 
early and late autumn, respectively). This observation speaks against a simple vector 
orientation system at least in late autumn. 
 
  vii) Also – in order for a simple vector orientation system to function properly - no 
grand mean vector of the single birds should deviate significantly from SW in early 
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autumn and SSE in late autumn. Applying the confidence interval test of Batschelet 
(1972) we considered the grand mean vectors of Tab.1, and in fact none deviated 
significantly. However, only four birds in late autumn were available for the testing as 
the sample size should be at least eight. In order to increase the sample sizes we pooled 
early and late autumn and now a single bird (no.218) deviated significantly at the 0.05 
level from the expected weighed mean direction between 225º and 157.5º (186º).  
A final remark should be that the Garden Warblers (controls) in the experiments of 
Weindler et al. (1996) are not supporting the vector orientation model of a directional 
shift from early autumn (SW) to late autumn (SE). The late autumn birds of Weindler 
et al. (1996) were oriented insignificantly towards W. These birds were tested under a 
stationary "16-star-sky" and in a vertical magnetic field after exposure for the natural 
magnetic field and a rotating "16-star-sky" in the pre-migratory period. Weindler et al. 
(1996) speculated about the possible reason for this unexpected result. 
 
 
Beck & Wiltschko (1988) 
 
Beck (1984) and Beck & Wiltschko (1988) performed much of the same experiment 
using juvenile Pied Flycatchers Ficedula hypoleuca tested in funnels. As in the Garden 
Warbler the flycatchers never received celestial information, but the magnetic 
information available differed between the three groups investigated. 
  Group I. The magnetic field was the normal for Frankfurt all autumn, i.e. the 
inclination was +66º and the intensity 0.46G. 
  Group II. The autumn was divided in four periods 22 Aug. - 20 Sep., 21 Sep. – 14 
Oct., 15 Oct. – 5 Nov., and from 6 Nov. onwards (according to Beck & Wiltschko 
1988; the periods of Beck (1984) are a little different, as also the total number of 
experiments included). The corresponding magnetic parameters in these four periods 
were +66º/0.46G, +52º/0.42G, +35º/0.39G, and +10º/0.34G, respectively. These 
parameters roughly simulated the shifts in inclination/intensity down the migratory 
route in course of the autumn (Fig.10). 
  Group III. The magnetic field in the whole testing period was +35º/0.39G, 
corresponding to the magnetic parameters in NW-Africa. 
  In short, the Group II birds displayed more or less the expected directional shift from 
SW towards SSE in course of the autumn (the shift was from SSW towards ESE). 
  The Group I birds were also significantly SSW-oriented during the first two periods 
but then – according to Beck (1984) and Beck & Wiltschko (1988) - became 
disoriented in late autumn. On the basis of Beck (1984) Rabøl (1985, 1988) challenged 
this conclusion and demonstrated that the directional distribution in the third period 
appeared rather bimodal NNW-NW/SE-SSE. Following new measurements and 
calculations based on doubling the angles in the two last periods in Beck & Wiltschko 
(1988, Fig.1) this bimodality is rather apparent (333º/153º - 0.18, n = 58). The north-
westerly peak was a little more prominent than the south-easterly peak. The 
concentrations in the two periods in Tab.1 in Beck & Wiltschko (1988) are reported to 
be 0.10, i.e. when doubling the angles the concentration clearly increased though still it 
was not significant at the 0.05-level. 
  According to Beck & Wiltschko (1988) the Group III birds were disoriented. 
However, this is not correct, as the combined orientation for the second and third 
periods – according to Tab.1 in Beck & Wiltschko (1988) – is 314º - 0.19**, n = 145, 
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and for all four periods combined 320º - 0.13*, n = 245. Exact calculations on the basis 
of the first period of Fig.1 are difficult but the distribution looks bimodal and a rough 
doubling of the angles led to 345º/165º - 0.10. Finally, we measured the angles in the 
lower right Fig.1 depicting the orientation from 6 Nov. and onwards. The pattern looks 
bimodal and a mean vector 4º/184º - 0.31 (n = 23) was calculated.    
 
  According to Beck & Wiltschko (1988) Pied Flycatchers in contrast to Garden 
Warblers (Gwinner & Wiltschko 1978) need specific values of magnetic 
intensity/inclination to a certain time of the season in order to orient in the course of the 
migratory route. 
  Beck & Wiltschko (1988) also remarked that Pied Flycatchers behaved differently 
from Robins Erithacus rubecula. Clearly, the expectation of the Robin is that this 
species should be significantly oriented in the standard direction under all the 
experimental conditions investigated (Wiltschko 1968, 1972). 
  Not discussed by Beck & Wiltschko (1988) is the influence on the orientation of 
Frankfurt-cages and Emlen-funnels. According to Beck & Wiltschko (1983) Pied 
Flycatchers are disoriented in Frankfurt-cages. In short, different species in all 
probability behave differently under the same magnetic conditions and depending on 
the type of cage/funnel-type, i.e. it is difficult to make generalizations. 
 
The conclusion of Beck & Wiltschko (1988) is that in the Pied Flycatchers certain 
values of magnetic inclinations and/or intensities are acting as what may be designated 
position markers – resembling the proposed system in marine turtles, and already 
detectable in newly hatched turtles (Lohmann & Lohmann 1994, 1996). However, in 
contrast to the turtles the right values have to be presented at the right age and season. 
Rabøl (1985, 1988) hypothesized about the orientational system of the Pied Flycatcher 
(with reference to group II). It could be a kind of cross-axis orientation where 
exceeding a certain value of intensity and/or inclination elicited a compass shift from 
SW to SE, or it could be a simple form of bi-coordinate navigation where the season 
induces S (autumn) or N (spring) and values above or below a certain magnetic 
intensity and/or inclination introduces inclusion of W or E components. 
  Considered in isolation the NW-orientation of the Group III Pied Flycatchers (Beck 
and Wiltschko 1988) may be interpreted as a navigatory response towards a goal 
towards the NW of Northern Africa. Fischer et al. (2003) testing Tasmanian Silvereyes 
Zosterops lateralis had some indications of magnetically based (inclination) navigation 
towards the wintering area in Australia. However, Rabøl (2004, 2005) in three series of 
simulated displacements (changing both magnetic intensity and inclination) found no 
indications of magnetically based navigation. 
  Therefore, considered together with the other experiments the Group III orientation 
looks more like a right angle response in a cross-axis system.  
   
In contrast to the experiments of Beck & Wiltschko (1988) some other Pied Flycatcher 
experiments were not showing the expected SW-orientation in early autumn. 
  Beck & Wiltschko (1982) reported an experiment with Pied Flycatchers raised and 
tested in the natural magnetic field of Frankfurt without exposure for celestial cues. 
The sample mean vector for the period 21 Aug. until 15 Oct. was 179º - 0.37**, n = 95. 
However, the sample mean vector for the first of four periods until 5 Sep. was 156º - 
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0.54**, n = 22, and the expectation of a shift from SW towards SSE in course of the 
autumn was not observed. 
  In another experiment by Bingman (1984) the sample mean vector of the control birds 
raised in the natural magnetic field and tested under the stars in a vertical magnetic 
field was 128º - 0.40**, n = 35. As the experiments were carried out during 7 through 
23 Sep. the expectation was SW orientation. Perhaps the testing in the vertical 
magnetic field elicited a dominant right angle response. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
As depicted at Fig.11 three different orientation systems could be in charge (a more 
detailed presentation and discussion of these systems will follow in Rabøl in prep.). 
Considering Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978) and Beck & Wiltschko (1988) we have 
problems distinguishing between the three systems because the birds were long-term 
"cage-birds" tested under a non-celestial condition, where only magnetic parameters 
were available. Furthermore, we do not know whether magnetic inclination and/or 
magnetic intensity are used for gradient navigation and form a navigatory grid (or 
influences the cross-axis system). In short, the restricted condition – in combination 
with the procedures of Gwinner & Wiltschko and Beck & Wiltschko - perhaps 
spuriously favoured an interpretation – extended to the natural/free-flying state - of a 
simple vector orientation system as the only on in charge.    
 
Considering a simple vector orientation system the sample mean direction should not 
deviate significantly from the standard direction (SW in early autumn and SSE in late 
autumn for both species). In such a system without right angle or reverse reactions we 
should expect no reactions to changes in magnetic and celestial gradients/coordinates.  
In a simple vector orientation system there should be no difference between the Garden 
Warblers and the three groups of Pied Flycatchers (Fig.11). 
Large directional deviations from the standard direction poses a serious problem for 
the vector orientation hypothesis but such deviations are often simply ignored (Beck & 
Wiltschko 1982, Bingman 1984 and Weindler et al. 1996), or may be explained (away) 
as caused by taxes, such as a sunset taxis.  
  Perhaps contrary to expectation, the within individual directional variation is a 
matter of less importance – as long the variation is around the standard direction. This 
point is considered in more details in the Appendix.  
 
Considering a cross-axis system (Rabøl 1983, 85) besides a vector in the standard 
direction, also a reverse vector and two right angle vectors are parts of the system. As 
seen at Fig.11 a directional shift in the standard direction in course of the season could 
be understood as a shift from the initial standard vector towards more 
influence/dominance of one of the right angle vectors. However, reverse and right 
angle responses may also occur as reactions to several "circumstances" such a 
hunger/low fat content (Sandberg 2003), cue conflicts, drift by the wind, weather 
(cloudiness, rain) and the experimental treatment (Rabøl 1983, 1985, 1998b). These 
reactions/directional shifts are considered to increase the "harmony" in the migratory 
progress and on the average improve the correspondence of the bird in position and 
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time in accordance with the migratory route and progress. However, there is no true 
negative feed-back in a cross-axis system.   
  In a cross-axis system (and considering the Garden Warbler and the Pied Flycatcher) 
we will see a shift of the importance of the (initial) standard vector (SW) in course of 
the autumn to the right angle vector SE. The shifts of importance may be more 
gradual/smoothed than shown at Fig.11. Furthermore, we expect short-term increased 
influence of the reverse (NE) and the NW right angle vector following the three shifts 
in the magnetic parameters of the group II Pied Flycatchers. As depicted in Fig.11 there 
will be clear differences between the three divisions of treatment. 
  (An important note here should be, that most scientists implicitly consider vector 
orientation as a mix between simple vector orientation and cross-axis orientation as 
outlined above. However, this is not rewarding except for the preservation of the 
concept of vector orientation in a vague and un-precise state without possibilities for 
falsification of the hypothesis). 
 
Considering true gradient navigation towards a moving goal area (Rabøl 1985) there 
will be big differences between the three divisions pictured at Fig.11. Concerning Pied 
Flycatcher II the shift to 52º/0.42G may produce anything from initial dis-orientation or 
a weak northerly (changing over east) to a southerly orientation. The shift to 35º/0.39G 
may produce an initial WNW turning towards SSW, and finally the shift to 10º/0.34G 
NE orientation turning E and (perhaps) ending as dis-orientation. 
 
In conclusion and considered in concert there are several indications that first-time 
migrant birds do not behave in accordance with the simple vector orientation 
model. Very often prominent patterns of right angle (NW, SE or NW/SE) orientation 
are observed. This points towards a more complicated/nuanced system and at least 
some sort of cross-axis orientation seems to be involved (Rabøl 1983, 1985, 1994).  
  There is no need invoking a more complex process/system like coordinate/gradient 
navigation. However, such a system may well be present if celestial information is 
available (Rabøl 1998a) but a clear distinction between (the man made concepts) 
coordinate/gradient navigation and cross axis orientation may often not be possible. 
 
The final words should - once more – be that crude summary descriptions (derived 
from pooling all orientations into early and late autumn samples) should not be used as 
explanations on a lower level, i.e. what may look like (an outcome of) simple vector 
orientation is not necessarily the result of such a process. 
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Dansk Resume  
 
Det klassiske eksempel på kalender- og kompas orientering. 
 
Trækfugle er udstyret med et træk-program, der medfører, at de i årets løb bevæger sig 
i et trækrute-forløb mellem et yngleområde og et vinterkvarter. I samspil med 
omgivelserne giver programmet dem anvisninger på, hvornår de på døgn- og års-basis 
skal indlede og afslutte trækket. Det fortæller dem også i hvilken retning, de skal 
trække. 
 
 
Gennem genfund af ringmærkede fugle kender man  trækrute-forløbet for mange arter 
og bestande. Man ved således, at de fleste Brogede Fluesnappere fra redekassen i SW 
Finland først trækker de ca. 3200 km SW til den vestlige del af Spanien/Portugal. Efter 
en pause her trækker de videre ca. 3600 km mod SSE til Nigeria, hvor de tilbringer 
vinteren. Tyske Havesangere har et noget lignende retnings-forløb, men førstedelen af 
trækket er kun ca. 1600 km til Spanien. 
  Den fremherskende mening om programmeringen af f.eks. de tyske Havesangeres 
efterårstræk er, at de gamle fugle (der har gennemført et helt trækforløb mindst een 
gang) først navigerer mod et rastkvarter i Spanien og senere mod vinterkvarteret i 
Nigeria. Både rast og vinterkvarteret blev fastlagt navigatorisk af den unge fugl på 
dens første efterårstræk: Den endte i disse to områder på baggrund af sit medfødte 
kalender og kompas program. 
   Dette program sagde (oversat og resumeret til menneskesprog): Træk  først 1600 km 
mod SW, og så 3600 km mod SSE. Mere detailleret sagde det: Start trækket op den 24. 
august. Træk 200 km mod SW (svarende til 6 til 7 timers træk med 30 km) i timen) hver 
fjerde nat 8 gange i alt. Den 18. september skal du finde dig et passende rastkvarter, 
hvor du i de næste tre uger skal æde dig tyk og fed i bær og insekter og fordoble din 
vægt. Den 9. oktober skal du trække 2000 km mod SSE (svarende til 60 til 70 timers 
træk med 30 km). i timen). Den 12 oktober er du kommet hen over den store ørken. 
Find dig et passende rastkvarter og få noget at spise (du har tabt halvdelen af din 
vægt). Tag den med ro et par dage, og start op igen den 17 oktober med at trække 200 
km. mod SSE. Det gør du så med 3 dages pause imellem i alt 6 gange. Så ender du i 
Nigeria den 10 november. 
 
   Gennem forsøg ved man, at trækfugle har et indre ur og en indre kalender, så i 
samspil med omgivelsernes dag/nat skift og daglængder har de en god tidssans og 
fornemmelse af tiden på døgnet og datoen. Starten den 24 august kan derfor i 
princippet og eksempelvis være fastlagt som 64 døgn efter årets længste dag. Fuglen 
har næppe nogen særlig god fornemmelse af sin trækhastighed udtrykt som km/time, 
men da en Havesanger har en marchhastighed på (ca.) 30 km/timen, så det er nok for 
den at vide, hvor mange timer den skal trække pr. trin. Tilbage er så retningen. 
Hvordan bestemmer en trækfugl sin trækretning? Ja, det kan den i princippet gøre ud 
fra Jordens magnetfelt eller udfra Solen eller stjernehimlen, der alle tre kan bruges som 
en kompas reference. 
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  Unge tyske Havesangere udstyret med et kalender og kompas program som skitseret 
ovenfor ender naturligvis ikke alle helt de samme steder i Spanien og Nigeria. Der vil 
være genetisk variation mellem individerne (der ikke alle er udstyret med nøjagtig det 
samme program), og der vil være usikkerheder og unøjagtigheder i tids- og retnings-
fastlæggelsen, ligesom fuglene vil være udsat for vinddrift undervejs. Nogle fugle 
trækker sikkert for kort eller skyder langt forbi eller til en af siderne og ender i havet 
eller ørkenen. Sådanne fugle overlever ikke, eller overlever med mindre sandsynlighed, 
og man må gå ud fra, at der er en kraftig selektion på et optimalt medfødt trækprogram 
og en god nøjagtighed i at udføre det i praksis. Man regner med, at de unge fugle 
fastlægger positionerne af rastkvarteret i Spanien (eller hvor det nu endte med at blive) 
og Nigeria (eller hvor det nu endte med at blive) som koordinater i et eller andet 
navigationssystem, der kan (tænkes at) være baseret i  Jordens magnetfelt, Sol- eller 
stjerne-himlen, lyde, lugte, landskabelige synsindtryk o.s.v. På denne vis er der en vis 
garanti for under de efterfølgende træk at vende tilbage til et område, hvor fuglen har 
klaret at overleve før.  
  Hvis vi skal resumere den fremherskende forestilling, så gennemfører de unge 
trækfugle altså deres første efterårstræk ved hjælp af et medfødt kalender og kompas 
program, medens de gamle fugle navigerer mod nogle (gunstige) positioner, hvor de 
tidligere har været. De gamle fugle har erstattet deres medfødte kompas program med 
et tillært navigationssystem. 
 
Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978) hævder – i forsigtige vendinger – at have fundet 
forsøgsmæssig evidens for, at unge Havesangeres trækrute er (genetisk/medfødt) 
programmeret som en årstidsbetinget sekvens af kompas-kurser; først SW i 
august-september og så SSE fra oktober til december. På engelsk benævnes denne 
hypotese "clock and compass", "vector orientation" eller "vector navigation". På dansk 
har jeg kaldt den kalender og kompas hypotesen. 
  Dette er en rimelig påstand ud fra den måde, hvorpå Gwinner & Wiltschko 
behandlede deres materiale. Problemet er blot, at deres behandlings-procedure var 
under kraftig indflydelse af og tilpasset til den hypotese, som de testede. 
  Gwinner & Wiltschko lavede i alt 404 orienteringsforsøg i efterårene 1972 til 1975. 
De brugte tyske Havesangere taget på reden og undersøgt for orientering i otte-kantede 
Frankfurt-bure. Fuglene blev testet om natten i det lokale magnetfelt og uden på noget 
tidspunkt at se sol- eller stjernehimlen. Gwinner & Wiltschko så på orienteringen for 
alle fire efterår under ét, og inddelte efteråret i kun to perioder; før og efter 1. oktober. 
Men der er problemer med denne to-deling: 1) Der var uforholdsmæssigt mange sene 
forsøg i 1975, og i 1975 var orienteringen mere østlig end i de andre tre år. Når alle fire 
år blev lagt sammen fremkom der derfor et tilsyneladende/falskt skift mod uret. 2) Hvis 
man ikke inddeler materialet i to dele, men ser på orienteringen som funktion af 
årstiden (som vist på de fleste figurer), ses intet brat skift fra SW til SSE, men noget 
mere kompliceret. 3) Gwinner & Wiltschko havde også overset, at man ikke kan bruge 
gennemsnit af gennemsnitsretninger som en sikker metode til at demonstrere et skift fra 
(f.eks.) SW til SSE i et simpelt kalender og kompas system. 
 
Jeg har også set på et andet meget omtalt  forsøg (Beck & Wiltschko 1988) foretaget i  
tragte med unge Broget Fluesnapper fra Tyskland. Igen er fuglene blevet testet uden på 
noget tidspunkt at have set sol- eller stjernehimlen.  
  Fuglene blev inddelt i tre grupper: 
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I. Hele efteråret holdt og testet i et magnetfelt svarende til det i Frankfurt. 
 
II. Disse fugle blev på skift holdt og testet i fire forskellige magnetfelter, der med 

hensyn til inklination og intensitet var sammenfaldende med først Frankfurt og 
dernæst tre andre "positioner" svarende til skiftet ned gennem trækruten til 
vinterkvarteret i tropisk Afrika (Fig.10). 

 
III. Disse fugle blev hele efteråret holdt og testet i et magnetfelt svarende til en 

"position" i NW-Afrika. 
 

  Kun gruppe II udviklede normal orientering skiftende fra  SW til SE. Den første 
gruppe viste SW orientering først på efteråret, hvorefter orienteringen senere brød 
sammen (i hvert fald ifølge Beck & Wiltschko). Den tredje gruppe var ifølge Beck & 
Wiltschko uorienterede, men det gjaldt kun i starten og til sidst. Hvis vi ser på 
orienteringen midt i perioden og sammenlagt for hele perioden var den signifikant NW-
lig. 
 
Beck & Wiltschko tolker deres forsøg derhen, at Broget Fluesnapper i modsætning til 
Havesanger behøver et passende skift i den magnetiske inklination og intensitet  - 
svarende til det der sker under trækrute-forløbet – for at udvikle normal kalender og 
kompas orientering. På det seneste er Beck & Wiltschko (1988) også blevet taget til 
indtægt for en slags magnetisk navigation, som man mener finder sted hos 
havskildpadder (Lohmann & Lohmann 1994, 1996), nemlig at den magnetiske 
inklination og intensitet er en slags positions-markører, der fortæller dyret, hvilken 
passende kompas kurs, den skal slå ind på. 
   
Min fortolkning af forsøgene med Havesanger og Broget Fluesnapper falder således 
ikke ud til fordel for den simple kalender og kompas orientering. Ud over de allerede 
nævnte komplikationer har man hos begge arter (Weindler et al. 1996, Beck & 
Wiltschko 1982, Bingman 1984) haft problemer med at fremkalde den forventede 
orientering: SW først på efteråret og SSE senere på efteråret. Weindler et al. får således 
W-orientering sidst på efteråret, og de to andre SE-orientering først på efteråret.  
  Alting tyder derfor på, at vi som et minimum må tænke i baner af det jeg har kaldt 
retnings-kors orientering (Rabøl 1988) - og måske er det ikke en gang nok. Retnings-
kors (engelsk: cross-axis) orientering er også kompas orientering, hvor trækfuglen 
udover at have sin normal-trækretning fastlagt som en kompas orientering har den 
omvendte retning og de to vinkelrette retninger fastlagt som kompas retninger. 
Sandsynligheden for at vælge en af de fire bestemmes af fuglens indre tilstand i 
forbindelse med påvirkninger fra omgivelserne. Men måske er det endnu mere 
avanceret, og fuglene navigerer i en eller anden forstand, hvad der rimeligvis gælder 
for  fritflyvende fugle eller fugle, der har sol- og stjernehimlen til rådighed, hvad de jo 
ikke havde i to ovennævnte forsøgsserier.  
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Appendix 
 
Simulation of a simple two-legged vector orientation system with a single directional 
establishment per night 
 
Looking at the two upper distributions in Fig.4 a first objection against considering 
them as outcomes of a simple compass system (shifting from SW towards SSE) is, that 
the directional variance seems all too high: Such a system would never work in the real 
world.  
   However, the birds investigated are not free-flying migrants with several 
opportunities including both magnetic and celestial cues available. They have to 
express their migratory restlessness within an octagonal cage with radial perches, and 
may have serious problems in both establishing and maintaining their directional 
intentions. Furthermore, only the magnetic field was available as a cue for the 
orientation. 
 
  Before proceeding let us consider the proposal of Rabøl (1978) and Mouritsen (1998) 
that simple vector orientation is sufficient as a description/explanation of the process 
behind the recovery distribution of ringed juvenile migrants. The method used was 
simulation: For each "bird" in a sample the migratory progress in autumn was 
considered as a chain of equal-sized step-vectors where the direction of each vector 
was drawn randomly from a basic establishment distribution. The step-vectors summed 
up to a point of "recovery" and the directions from the starting point towards all points 
of "recovery" of the single "birds" in the sample formed a "recovery" distribution. Even 
a rather low concentrated basic distribution (say 0.60) around the standard direction 
will sum up into a highly concentrated "recovery" distribution (say 0.98). The agent in 
this improvement is the number of step-vectors: the concentration increases with the 
number of steps.  
  Now it is easy to realize that such a recovery distribution and its corresponding 
sample mean vector is essentially the same as the two distributions with their 
corresponding grand mean vectors shown in Fig.4. The question now is whether the 
method/approach of Rabøl and Mouritsen could be used also to demonstrate the 
presence of a simple vector orientation system behind the results of Gwinner & 
Wiltschko. Or expressed more correctly: is such a process sufficient/parsimonious as 
an explanation of the results. 
  If there is no variation between the birds in a sample and all birds per step/night make 
only one directional establishment from the basic establishment distribution these 
choices (expressed by the mean directions of the cage/funnel activities of the single 
birds) should reflect the basic establishment distribution. Put in another way: this 
distribution may be estimated from an appropriate distribution/sample mean vector. 
Considering the sample mean vector concentrations of early and late autumn in 
Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978, Fig.1) these could be considered reasonable estimates of 
the basic establishing concentration and both are very low (0.15 and 0.20, 
respectively). Considering the sample mean vector concentration of the 63 and 80 birds 
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of the thirteen most active birds (Tab.1) for early, and late autumn, respectively, these 
concentrations are somewhat higher (0.27 and 0.22, respectively), but here (in our 
selection of 300 bird/nights out of 404) we also omitted the directions of the vectors 
with the lowermost concentrations. 
 
  In recent years people typically – implicitly or explicitly – considered one directional 
establishment per step/night as an appropriate figure, Furthermore, the process is 
supposed to occur in the sunset/early night phase where the magnetic-, sunset- and 
stellar compasses are supposed to be locked together for the following migratory step 
(e.g. Sandberg et al. 2000). However, there are no logical reasons speaking against the 
possibility for several or many establishments per night/step. We return to that point in 
the end of the Appendix. 
  As presented above in case of the Garden Warblers of Gwinner & Wiltschko a basic 
establishment concentration about 0.20 to 0.25 would seem reasonable. We therefore 
simulated a scenario with a high establishing variance (r = 0.237). Such a concentration 
arises for a circular distribution with a mean direction in – say - S and the following 
frequencies for each 22.5º: N 3, NNE 4, NE 4, ENE 5, E 6, ESE 7, SE 8, SSE 9, S 10, 
SSW 9, SW 8, WSW 8, W 6, WNW 5, NW 4, NNW 4. From two such distributions 
with means in SW (early autumn) and SSE (late autumn), respectively, we randomly 
for each of ten "birds" draw five directions. This simulated scenario comes close to the 
13 birds of Table 1, where the average numbers of nights/mean orientations per bird for 
early and late autumn was 5 and 6, respectively. 
  We only simulated a single case because the objective just was a rough indication 
whether the scenario could work for 1) a high establishing directional variation and 
2) a single directional establishment per night. 
  The following was found where each of the individual means vectors were based in 
five "nights" with a single establishment per "night". There was no directional variation 
between the individuals, i.e. r-between was 1. 
 
 

"Bird" Early autumn Late autumn 
No.1 158º - 0.939* (5) 155º - 0.251 (5) 
No.2 315º - 0.083 (5) 163º - 0.160 (5) 
No.3 196º - 0.498 (5) 152º - 0.420 (5) 
No.4 240º - 0.838* (5) 13º - 0.268 (5) 
No.5 263º - 0.530 (5) 240º - 0.590 (5) 
No.6 293º - 0.353 (5) 193º - 0.696 (5) 
No.7 164º - 0.295 (5) 208º - 0.682 (5) 
No.8 213º - 0.409 (5) 3º - 0.327 (5) 
No.9 273º - 0.651 (5) 163º - 0.174 (5) 
No.10 242º - 0.900* (5) 189º - 0.812* (5) 

 
The two grand mean vectors (based on the mean directions above) are 237º - 0.662* (n 
= 10) and 180º - 0.507 (n = 10). If the 10 late autumn mean directions are depicted as a 
function of the 10 early autumn mean directions the sample mean vector is -70º - 0.273, 
and applying a confidence interval test yields a P > 0.05, i.e. the counter-clockwise 
shift is not significant. 
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  In the table of ten "birds" above we looked for individuals fulfilling the presumption 
of a close to SW to SSE directional shift. Just two birds were found, no.3 and 9, and 
two more (no.6 and 10) come reasonably close, too. Some "birds" behaved very 
differently. On the whole the 10 "birds" very much "behaved" as the 13 birds of Tab.1, 
i.e. also in this aspect the reactions of the 13 birds could be explained as something 
steered by simple vector orientation. However, the simulation only covered a single 
scenario; the reduction to a simple two-sample case. We still have to consider and 
explain Figs.1 through 9 in concert what seems neither possible nor reasonable in terms 
of only a simple vector orientation system in work. 
 
If there are more than one directional choice per step/night this will increase the 
variance in the activity cage/funnel activity of the single birds – and perhaps multi-
modal patterns will arise. However, on the average the mean directions of the activity 
of the single birds will be more in correspondence with the mean direction of the basic 
establishment distribution, and the grand mean vector arising from adding all the mean 
directions of the single birds will have a higher concentration and also on the average 
comes a little closer to the theoretical mean direction. The lesson to be learned from 
these considerations is that if more than one directional establishment per step/night 
the basic establishment concentration may be lower than 0.237 in the example above 
but the outcome of the process still the same as in case of one establishment per 
step/night. 
 
  Summing up, the low sample concentrations in the Garden Warblers of Gwinner & 
Wiltschko are no indication in them selves that the orientation system behind is not 
simple vector orientation. However, if such low sample concentrations are also 
observed when the birds are tested under a clear sunset or starry sky where there should 
be no serious problems in establishing and maintaining a course in close 
correspondence to the standard direction, it is certainly a problem for the thinking in 
terms of a simple vector orientation system, and the low concentration is a signal of 
significant variance between the individuals and/or of a cross-axis- or a gradient 
navigation system in operation.       
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Bird no Early autumn Late autumn 
218 266º - 0.68 (6) 208º - 0.46 (8) 
221 216º - 0.48 (6) 326º - 0.71 (4) 
224 234º - 0.65 (6) 190º - 0.35 (5) 
506 182º - 0.61 (5) 123º - 0.26 (9) 
508 181º - 0.26 (6) 101º - 0.22 (8) 
509 316º - 0.18 (5) 118º - 0.44 (11) 
510 301º - 0.71 (4) 116º - 0.25 (6) 
512 56º - 0.20 (5) 59º - 0.48 (7) 
516 196º - 0.66 (4) 157º - 0.67 (5) 
518 331º - 0.43 (5) 167º - 0.58 (6) 
519 284º - 0.28 (3) 225º - 0.30 (4) 
520 209º - 0.25 (4) 213º - 0.85 (3) 
521 317º - 0.51 (4) 200º - 0.18 (4) 

 
 
Tab.1. The mean vectors of the thirteen most active Garden Warblers in early autumn 
(Aug./Sep.) and late autumn (Oct./Dec.) (Gwinner & Wiltschko, pers. comm.). Only 
birds fulfilling the new minimum demands (see the text) are included. Bird no. 352 
(1973) is omitted because of the very low sample mean vector concentration in late 
autumn (296º - 0.02 (6)). In early autumn the mean vector was 148º - 0.37 (4). The 
number within brackets is the number of test-nights. The first three birds are from 
autumn 1972, whereas the remaining birds are from autumn 1975. No. 221, 519, and 
521 are not among the twelve most active birds of Gwinner & Wiltschko (1978). See 
also Fig.3. 
Gennemsnitsvektorerne af de tretten mest aktive fugle i august/september (early 
autumn) henholdsvis oktober/december (late autumn). Antallet af forsøgsnætter er 
angivet i parentes. 
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Fig.1. Smooth curves based on polynomial regression of migratory orientation on date 
for the four autumns considered separately. In none of the autumns is observed a 
development from SW towards SSE.  
Orienterings-udviklingen de fire efterår. I 1975 er orienteringen således SE-SSE ved 
starten midt i august. Den skifter så til SW-WSW midt i september, hvorefter den skifter 
tilbage til ESE, hvor den holder sig stort set uændret i oktober/november. I løbet af 
december skifter den til SSW 
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Fig.2. As Fig.1 but depicted in a different way. 
Som Fig.1 men afbilledet på en anden måde. 
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Fig.3. Smooth curve based on polynomial regression of migratory orientation on date 
for the four autumns pooled. The orientation shifts from about W towards SSW in 
course of Aug., then again towards W in the middle of Sep. In Nov. the orientation is 
about SE and then shifts clockwise towards SW in the middle of December. Again we 
are far from a simple SW towards SE shift. 
Orienterings-udviklingen for alle fire efterår lagt sammen. Igen ses ikke det forventede 
retningsskift fra SW til SSE omkring 1. oktober. 
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Fig.4. The orientation of the thirteen most active birds (Tab.1). The two upper 
distributions denote the  means of individual mean directions in early and late autumn, 
respectively. The grand mean vectors are 255º - 0.48* (Aug./Sep.) and 161º - 0.53* 
(Oct./Dec.). The lower distribution shows the within-individual shifts from early to late 
autumn. The sample mean vector is -72º - 0.37. The distribution looks a little bimodal 
and doubling the angles slightly improves the degree of description (-38º/142º - 0.38). 
Den gennemsnitlige orientering af de tretten mest aktive fugle (se Tabel 1) i 
august/september og oktober/december. Den nederste figur viser 
gennemsnitsorienteringen af de tretten fugle i oktober/december som funktion af 
orienteringen i august/september. 
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Fig.5. Autumn 1972. Each dot denotes the mean direction of a single bird-night. The 
autumn is divided in three periods: A Aug. to 20 Sep., B 21 Sep. to 10 Oct., and C from 
11 Oct. and onwards. The mean vectors are 239º - 0.25 (A), 282º - 0.71** (B), and 193º 
- 0.26 (C). 
Efteråret 1972. Hver prik viser orienteringen af een fugl på een nat. A, B og C er 
perioderne august til og med 20. september, 21. september til og med 10. oktober, og  
fra 11. oktober og fremad. 
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Fig.6. Autumn 1973. Same periods as Fig.5. The mean vectors are 203º - 0.25 (A), 
221º - 0.42 (B), and 175º - 0.10 (C). 
Efteråret 1973. Som Fig.5 og samme perioder. 
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Fig.7. Autumn 1975. Same periods as Fig.5, except that the last period is sub-divided 
in C 11 Oct. to 20 Nov., and D 21 Nov. and onwards. The mean vectors are 150º/330º - 
0.32** (A), 156º - 0.13 (B), 116º - 0.39* (C), and 167º - 0.29 (D). 
Efteråret 1975.  som Fig.5 og same perioder, bortset fra at den sidste periode er 
underafdelt i C (11. oktober til og med 20. november) og D (fra 21. november og 
fremad). 
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Fig.8. The development in orientation in the thirteen individual Garden Warblers. The 
numbers refer to ranks; 1 is the orientation on the first night, 2 on the second night in 
course of the autumn and so on. The first orientation at or after 1 Oct. is denoted with a 
streak on the dot.  
Udviklingen i orientering  hos de tretten  fugle. Numrene er rangtal, og 1 viser 
orienteringen den første nat, 2 den anden nat, o.s.v 
 
. 
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Fig.9. The orientation of Pied Flycatcher, group I, II and III (Beck & Wiltschko 1988). 
Group I was all autumn tested under the magnetic conditions of Frankfurt (0.46G, 66º 
incl.). Group II was tested under four different magnetic conditions. First the one in the 
breeding area (Frankfurt), then in two intermediate conditions along the migratory 
route, and finally the one in the supposed wintering area (compare Fig.10). Group III 
was all the time tested under the magnetic conditions (0.39G, 35º incl.) of an area in 
Northern Africa (compare Fig.10).  
Orienteringen af Broget Fluesnapper inddelt i tre grupper, der blev testet under 
forskellige magnetiske betingelser (Beck & Wiltschko 1988). Gruppe I hele tiden i 
Frankfurts magnetfelt. Gruppe II først på efteråret i Frankfurts magnetfelt. Så i et 
magnetfelt (med hensyn til intensitet og inklination) svarende ca. til Gibraltar, og 
derfra i et magnetfelt svarende til den sydlige del af Marokko/Algeriet. Til sidst i et 
magnetfelt omtrent svarende til vinterkvarteret i Nigeria. Gruppe III hele tiden i et 
magnetfelt svarende til Nordafrika. Se Fig.10. 
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Fig.10. Map covering western Europe and western Africa. The thin hatched lines depict 
geographical latitudes and longitudes, whereas the thick hatched lines depict isoclines 
of magnetic intensities (measured in Gauss). The thick lines are isoclines of magnetic 
inclinations. Beck & Wiltschko (1988) tested their Pied Flycatchers under four 
different constellations of intensities and inclinations, and as seen the isoclines crosses 
each other under a significant angle only under the two lower/southerly constellations. 
In particular, in the second constellation the two isoclines run almost in parallel, and 
the very acute angle of cutting is far out to the west in the Atlantic Ocean.  
Kort over den vestlige del af Europa og Afrika. De tynde stiplede linier viser længde- 
og bredde-grader. De tykke stiplede linier er magnetiske intensitets-isokliner, og de 
tykke linier magnetiske inklinations-isokliner. Beck & Wiltschko (1988) testede deres 
Brogede Fluesnappere i fire forskellige konstellationer af intensitet og inklination, og 
meningen med det var at simulere de magnetiske betingelser på vej ned gennem 
trækruten mod vinterkvarteret i Nigeria. 
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Fig.11. Predictions for the four different orientation systems. For the cross-axis system 
the relative influences of the four directions are expressed by the thickness of the lines. 
Clearly, a simple vector orientation system on the whole fits the registered orientation 
rather badly. The best description is offered by a cross-axis system what perhaps 
should be no surprise as this system is the most redundant/least parsimonious. 
Den forventede orientering i regi af fire forskellige systemer. Kalender og kompas  
orienterings modellen passer ikke for godt. Det labile kors-akse system passer bedst 
med observationerne. 
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